
        
VibesUp … Earths Armor 

Themed Comfort Velcro Wrist Bands  
 

 
Abundance          
Allergy Relief 
Balance 
Clarity & memory  
Cold & Flu  
     - Comfy Flex  
Confidence & Courage 
EMF & harmonizing 
Energy & motivation 
Happy / Joy 

     

    Health & Wellness 
    Liver Love 
    Love of self & from others    
     MenoBalance 
    Metabolism Boost  
    Pain Relief 
    Peace / Stress Support 
    Protection / neutralizing negativity 
    PMS 
    Willpower 

These wrist bands are made with a concentrated, earth squishy formula containing blends of ground-up 
rocks & crystals, therapeutic gemstones, flower essences and essential oils.    VibesUP  has created  19 
different themes that reflect published and known  benefits to be helpful in this specific area.  
 
Since the veins in our wrists are so close to the surface of our skin, these remedies can be absorbed  
through the skin and carried very efficiently via the veins to every cell of the body every 60 seconds. 
This is referred to as a sublingual whole-body delivery method, much like taking a remedy under the 
tongue.  This is a very efficient, effective & natural way of absorbing these healing essences. 
 
A famous Japanese scientist Dr. Masaru Emoto shocked the world with his actual photos of how 
powerfully 'energy' instantly effected liquids!   (We are over 70% water/liquid).  As the wrap embraces 
the wrist, its natural vibrational energy is now in close contact with the liquid of our veins.  Imagine 
what an impression all those nature vibrations are having.   Our blood can help deliver remedies to 
every cell of our bodies every 60 seconds,    Imagine how powerful this wrist wrap can be!    
Some people nickname the wrist bands as - 'Nature's IV drip'  - without the needle.   
 
Built in Batteries - The band has tiny natural quartz crystal batteries.   In their compressed state they 
produce over 1 million rays of natural energy per second (piezo energy).  They never run out of natural 
energy!  When energy rays are infrared whatever they pass through they can pick up the information 
(nature ingredients) and gently deliver it to whatever it touches next (us!)  Imagine Nature’s wisdom 
and balance delivered deep into our whole body … an easy way to regain natural grounding benefits. 
 
This is a bracelet-like wrist band - with velcro around to fit most wrist sizes, or around a cup or bottle. 

If you have stiff, sore or a painful neck, arms, hands, elbows, knees, legs, ankles, or anywhere  … 
Check out other VibesUP Body Wraps …  https://shop.vibesup.com/#aww   

(use coupon code - aww10.off -  to save $10. on your order of regularly-priced items)  
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